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GUNDAM RECONGUISTA IN G
COMPLETE BLU-RAY COLLECTION

Street Date: 10/4/2016
SRP:
$74.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
The new era begins! The turbulent era known as the Universal
Century has ended. Now, mankind looks towards prosperity and
peace in the new era known as the Regild Century (R.C.). One of the
most important resources in this era is the Capital Tower - a space
elevator which towers over the land connecting Earth to space. Its
purpose, to transport the Photon Batteries the Earth relies on for
power. It is worshipped as a holy place. Tasked with protecting the
tower, one day on a practice mission, young Capital Guard cadet
Bellri Zenam is attacked by a high-performance G-Self Mobile Suit.
Despite having never before encountered the G-Self, he feels a
strange connection to it and its pilot, a space pirate called Aida
Surugan. Little does Bellri know that he is about to uncover truths
which will shake the entire Regild Century.
Contains all 26 episodes.
Bonus features: Clean Openings and Clean Closings.
Video: 1080p 16x9 HD widescreen; Audio: Japanese LPCM stereo,
English and French Subtitles
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
RSBLU1666
742617166624
9/6/2016
10/4/2016
$74.99
NR
WS
Japanese
English
3 discs / 650 minutes
Anime

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

MOBILE SUIT V GUNDAM
BLU-RAY COLLECTION 1

Street Date: 10/4/2016
SRP:
$74.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
After causing terrible pollution on Earth, humanity began to colonize
space. In the current era, mankind has become fully adapted to life
beyond its home planet. But just as on the surface of the Earth,
humanity has begun to relive its history of war out in space... It is the
Universal Century, year 153. The Zanscare Empire, which rules
almost all of Side 2, has declared its independence from the old
government, the hollow and corrupt Earth Federation. Under the
justification of creating a new, spacebased order, it has begun an
invasion of Earth; and Point Kasarelia, the illegal residence area in
Eastern Europe where Üso Ewin and Shahkti Kareen live, is no
exception. As they are caught in the fighting between Zanscare and
the opposing resistance organization, the League Militaire, fate draws
Üso and his friends into the midst of battle. Üso wants with all his
heart to protect those around him, so he becomes the pilot of the
Victory Gundam. He's about to experience firsthand the absurd reality
known as war.
Contains episodes 1-26.
Bonus Features: Clean Opening 1, Clean Closing 1, End of Episode
Promos, Eyecatch Animation.
Video: 1080p 4x3 HD; Audio: Japanese LPCM Stereo, English
Subtitles.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
RSBLU1672
742617167225
9/6/2016
10/4/2016
$74.99
NR
FS
Japanese
English
3 discs / 650 minutes
Anime

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

MOBILE SUIT V GUNDAM
DVD COLLECTION 1

Street Date: 10/4/2016
SRP:
$59.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
After causing terrible pollution on Earth, humanity began to colonize
space. In the current era, mankind has become fully adapted to life
beyond its home planet. But just as on the surface of the Earth,
humanity has begun to relive its history of war out in space... It is the
Universal Century, year 153. The Zanscare Empire, which rules
almost all of Side 2, has declared its independence from the old
government, the hollow and corrupt Earth Federation. Under the
justification of creating a new, spacebased order, it has begun an
invasion of Earth; and Point Kasarelia, the illegal residence area in
Eastern Europe where Üso Ewin and Shahkti Kareen live, is no
exception. As they are caught in the fighting between Zanscare and
the opposing resistance organization, the League Militaire, fate draws
Üso and his friends into the midst of battle. Üso wants with all his
heart to protect those around him, so he becomes the pilot of the
Victory Gundam. He's about to experience firsthand the absurd reality
known as war.
Contains episodes 1-26.
Bonus Features: Clean Opening 1, Clean Closing 1, End of Episode
Promos, Eyecatch Animation.
Video: 4x3 SD; Audio: Japanese Dolby Digital 2.0 Stereo, English
Subtitles.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
RSDVD1668
742617166822
9/6/2016
10/4/2016
$59.99
NR
FS
Japanese
English
5 discs / 650 minutes
Anime

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

A TOWN WHERE YOU LIVE
COMPLETE BLU-RAY COLLECTION

Street Date: 10/4/2016
SRP:
$59.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
How far would you go for true love? All his friends said he was just
being "stupid" and "delusional," but Haruto just couldn't give up on
her... Yuzuki, the girl that showed up on his doorstep one day, stole
his heart the next, and then left just as abruptly as she arrived. With
the faint hope of rekindling the romance they'd shared, Haruto
decides to pursue her, moving away from the rural outskirts of
Hiroshima to the big city of Tokyo. However, soon after arriving, he
learns that Yuzuki has seemingly moved on and has a new boyfriend.
No matter how hard Haruto tries, she refuses to see him and won't
tell him the reason why she left him. He could move on, as many
have urged him to, but is that truly what Yuzuki wants? He could try
winning her back - after all, he's already moved to the town where
she lives - but how much farther will he need to go?
Contains all 12 episodes.
Special Features: Clean Opening, Clean Closings, TV Spots, and
Promotional Videos.
Video: 1080p 16x9 HD widescreen; Audio: Japanese LPCM Stereo,
English Subtitles
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
NZBLU1686
742617168628
9/6/2016
10/4/2016
$59.99
NR
ws
Japanese
English
2 discs / 300 minutes
Anime

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date:10/11/2016
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

PARANORMAL SEXPERIMENTS
Synopsis:
When college coed Cindy (Blair Williams) inherits the Old
Dracovich Mansion, she gets a lot more than she bargained for.
The victim of a violent death, Lady Dracovich (Erika Jordan, The
Love Machine) stills haunts the house from beyond the grave,
plotting to bring the dark forces of evil back to rule the Earth... but
first, she needs to satisfy her age-old lust by possessing her new
tenant! Also starring Carter Cruise (Deadly Pickup).

Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
6

BayView Entertainment
REG2202
802993220201
9/13/2016
10/11/2016
$14.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 81 minutes
Erotic Comedy/Horror

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date:10/11/2016
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

2 JENNIFER
Synopsis:
Spencer, an aspiring filmmaker, recruits his old high school friend
Mack to help him produce the sequel to James Cullen Bressack’s
“To Jennifer.” They meet in Los Angeles to plan their production,
and most importantly to find the perfect actress to play the title
role. After a grueling audition process, they cast the beautiful and
innocent Jennifer Todd. It’s then that Spencer’s mental state
rapidly deteriorates, and his hidden motivations come to light.
Jennifer and Mack realize that the film they were hired to make is
all too real, and that Spencer is hell bent on finishing it, no matter
who he has to brutally kill in the process. Directed by Hunter
Johnson, Produced by Christian Ackerman, James Cullen
Bressack, Starring Hunter Johnson, David Coupe, Lara Jean
Mummert.
Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
7

BayView Entertainment
BAY2202
812073022021
9/13/2016
10/11/2016
$19.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 83 minutes
Thriller/Horror

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date:10/18/2016
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

HILLBILLY BLOODBATH
Synopsis:
Witness this terrifying tale of depravity, cannibalism and torture!
Set in a small town in the backwoods of Kentucky, HILLBILLY
BLOODBATH (aka Red River) tells the tale of Roland Thatcher: a
family man, a business man, a man of God ...and a man who
doesn t take kindly to strangers. When a group of city kids sets
up camp on the outskirts of his property, they spark a chain of
events culminating in bloodshed, dismemberment and mass
murder. As a local, fledgling reporter inches closer to the
Thatcher property, the shocking truth about Roland and his
'family' may finally emerge. Shocking, suspenseful, and
relentlessly gruesome - HILLBILLY BLOODBATH is the final word
in gut-munching hillbilly horror!
The DVD features nearly 70 minutes of extensive bonus features,
including trailers, Making of documentaries, deleted scenes, and
much more.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
POP3212
612385321290
9/20/2016
10/18/2016
$19.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 145 minutes
Horror

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

WITCHES OF BREASTWICK 1 & 2
DVD DOUBLE FEATURE

Street Date:10/18/2016
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Producer Jim Wynorski (House on Hooter Hill, The Breastford
Wives) offers up a hot double feature with a two heaping helpings
of soft-core sensuality in these ultra-sexy thrillers starring
Monique Parent, Glori-Anne Gilbert and Julie K. Smith. David
Carter is haunted by a recurring dream-turned-nightmare in which
three mysterious women seduce him in an orgy of steamy
eroticism, and then kill him at the moment of climax. David and
his wife Tiffany (Monique Parent) are able to locate the forested
landscape he has seen so vividly each night, but they also
stumble upon an isolated home inhabited by three luscious
witches Lola (Julie K. Smith), Rebecca (Glori-Anne Gilbert), and
Felicia (Stormy Daniels).
This special double feature DVD includes the exciting sequel
''Witches of Breastwick Part 2'' plus bonus features.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
POP129
612385012990
9/20/2016
10/18/2016
$19.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 170 minutes
Erotic Horror

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

THE USCHI DIGARD COLLECTION (2 DVD SET)

Street Date:10/18/2016
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Uschi Digard, the voluptuous and talented star of Russ Meyer’s Supervixens
and Beyond the Valley of the Ultra-Vixens, is celebrated in this
breathtakingly erotic two-disc three-film and rare shorts collection:
Fancy Lady (1971) - Erotic journalist Karin Nykquist (Uschi Digard) samples
the seamier side of San Francisco while reflecting on her amorous past in
this picturesque and kinky gem directed by Nick Philips.
Pleasures of a Woman (1973) - Uschi Digard stars as Martine, a passionate
adventuress with a lethal desire for wealth, in this decadent and erotic
feature from Nick Philips.
Pleasures of a Woman (2003) – This is a sexy reinterpretation of the Nick
Philips' original featuring the stunningly beautiful Julian Wells (Dr. Jekyll and
Mistress Hyde) and the smoldering Darian Caine (Gladiator Eroticus).
This special celebratory collection includes rare Uschi Digard short films (a
six loop stag-reel collection featuring her curvaceous and uninhibited best),
bonus trailers, and more.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
POP2223
612385223396
9/20/2016
10/18/2016
$19.99
NR
FS
English
n/a
2 discs / 219 minutes
Cult / Erotic

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date:10/18/2016
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

COCAINE CONSPIRACY
Synopsis:
Brett Gunner left the Secret Service behind him years ago, or so
he thought. Called back into action when his family is taken
hostage at gunpoint, Brett must crack an international drug ring
that stretches from Eastern Europe to the Far East. Landing in
Amsterdam, he turns into his former self, utilizing his special
forces training to track down his family and take down drug
dealers and pimps along the way.
Director - Harold Gasnier
Producer - Nick Franco, Harald Gasnier
Cast - Michael Howe (Casualty), Christian Brassington
(Redemption, Our Kind of Traitor).
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2201
812073022014
9/20/2016
10/18/2016
$19.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 85 minutes
Action / Crime

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

INDEPENDENCE FITNESS:
MEDITATION & QIGONG WORKOUT FOR SENIORS

Street Date:10/25/2016
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Qigong is sometimes called the ‘new yoga,’ but its practice dates back over 4000
years in China. It is the process of aligning breath and movement, awareness of
exercise and healing and meditation. Qigong is very similar to Tai Chi and creates
a great opportunity for mental and physical challenges. Meditation is powerful. It is
taught with Qigong and use throughout Independence.® It offers a wide variety of
health benefits for your physiological, psychological and sociological well-being
and is simple to perform. Mediation relieves tension in the muscles and reduces
depression, stress, loneliness and anxiety. It can reduce body pain, decrease blood
pressure and improve circulation. Meditation can make you more alert and
positively impact your ability to interact with others and your surroundings. It can
even help you sleep better! This routine is split 50/50 on Meditation and Qigong. It
is unique and can be seen as a break from the strength building workouts while
being intentionally very relaxing. Enjoy! Featuring Connie Balcom, ACE-Certified
Senior Fitness Specialist.
Independence Fitness is the most comprehensive whole body exercise program
focused on strength, balance and flexibility for those over 50 determined to live the
life they want. Check out the entire Independence Fitness DVD series to help you
feel your very best. Our goal for you is to live fully—not to have a beach body or flat
abs. We know you have things on your bucket list to do—and we want you to feel
great as you experience all that life has in store for you. Because we know that
everyone begins at a different ability, Independence Fitness meets you at your own
level and is designed to encourage you to achieve your own personal goals.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2191
812073021918
9/27/2016
10/25/2016
$14.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 38 minutes
Fitness / Wellness

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

INDEPENDENCE FITNESS:
CHEST AND BACK WORKOUT FOR SENIORS

Street Date:10/25/2016
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Chest and back exercises can make everyday tasks and activities easier because
they strengthen the entire upper body. Exercising this area is a cost effective and
simple way to enhance your life. Although chest and back exercises often
concentrate on the middle back, Independence® also include work on biceps, lats,
shoulders and abs. Chest and back exercises improve posture, range of motion,
mobility and balance. They can improve joint health, decrease pain, impact
flexibility and can reverse osteoporosis naturally. The benefits are nearly endless.
Featuring Connie Balcom, ACE-Certified Senior Fitness Specialist.

Independence Fitness is the most comprehensive whole body exercise program
focused on strength, balance and flexibility for those over 50 determined to live the
life they want. Check out the entire Independence Fitness DVD series to help you
feel your very best. Our goal for you is to live fully—not to have a beach body or flat
abs. We know you have things on your bucket list to do—and we want you to feel
great as you experience all that life has in store for you. Because we know that
everyone begins at a different ability, Independence Fitness meets you at your own
level and is designed to encourage you to achieve your own personal goals.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2192
812073021925
9/27/2016
10/25/2016
$14.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 73 minutes
Fitness / Wellness

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

